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“Life is one darn thing after another.” 
Calvin Coolidge 

With 2021 behind us, and an increasing number of adults lining up for their booster vaccines in what 

could become a biannual custom, so have investors become increasingly accustomed with the economic 

boosters of cheap money and “stimulus” spending by Congress.  It is hard to argue that under such a 

benevolent environment, asset prices can’t go anywhere but up.  The S&P 500 posted a roughly 30% 

plus return in 2021, with solid performance from all market sectors, and with earnings increasing at a 

faster rate (north of 40%) the stock market’s valuation actually contracted a bit.  The only major asset 

classes to post negative returns were gold and fixed income. 

For 2022, the known “knowns” include: 1) inflation is stickier than advertised, 2) short term interest 

rates will start rising in the spring, 3) long term rates will be allowed to start finding their own market 

level once the Federal Reserve’s bond-buying program sunsets in the spring, 4) corporate earnings will 

grow near double digits, 5) risk-asset values are starting the year at lofty levels, 6) as the year progresses 

every government policy will be viewed through the lens of election-year politics.  The known 

“unknowns” include: 1) does labor wage growth keep pace with inflation making for a feedback loop 

that further pushed inflation higher, 2) do long term interest rates start reflecting a positive real interest 

rate (yield minus inflation) or do they remain negative, even as yields increase, 3) do asset valuations 

remain lofty due to lack of investable alternatives, 4) does the rapid growth of Omicron cases cause 

further supply chain disruptions that either slow down the consumer and/or pressure inflation upwards 

once again, 5) do geopolitical events (Taiwan, Ukraine, other) throw a monkey wrench in this placid 

stable as she goes outlook? 

In surveying the investment landscape, the market consensus is for the S&P 500 to post a high single 

digit return, close enough to its historic average annual performance, yet well below the impressive 

gains of the last three years.  Certainly, in a year that could and should see an increase in market interest 

rates, such an equity return may seem even disappointing.  But, considering the downward pressure on 

fixed income assets as rates rise, once again it will be hard for investors to ignore risk-based assets such 

as equities.  We do believe though, that the market’s rotation out of the go-go growth stocks will 

continue, and that companies entering 2022 with more reasonable valuations are likely to outperform.  

To put it another way, we expect value to outperform growth.  Finally, in a year that the Fed is more 

prone to “raise” than to “bailout”, market selloffs may be more tolerated by the Fed, and could 

therefore prove to be more frequent and deeper, prior to becoming a buying opportunity. 

We appreciate your support, and always welcome your comments and feedback. 

 

Dimitri Triantafyllides, CFA 
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Reviewing the year in a few charts. 
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  Source: YCharts, Sixty Guilders Management, LLC 
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Total Return By Asset Class 1 Year

Oil 43.7%

S&P 500 30.5%

60/40 Stock/Bonds 16.6%

International (MSCI) Index 8.7%

High Yield 6.3%

Dollar Index 4.0%

Gold -1.9%

Barclays Agg. Bond Index -4.3%

Sector Performance (Total Return) 1 Year

Materials 75.6%

Financials 73.0%

Energy 53.3%

Health Care 40.9%

Real Estate 36.4%

Information Technology 31.9%

Consumer Staples 30.8%

S&P 500 30.5%

Consumer Discretionary 25.3%

Industrials 20.7%

Utilities 16.3%

Communication Services 15.3%

Gold sold off on the 

anticipation of an 

eventual return to 

positive real interest 

rates.  Similarly, 

bonds started 

pricing in rate 

increases. 

“Risk on” took many 

forms in equity 

investing. 
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    S&P 500 Historical Performance by Industry Sector 

  
        

 

 

 

 

 

 

     Source: https://novelinvestor.com/sector-performance/, YCharts, Sixty Guilders Management, LLC 
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The broadening of the 

market rally benefitted 

some of the worst 

performing sectors of 

prior year, such as 

Energy, Healthcare, & 

Financials. 
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Source: YCharts, Sixty Guilders Management, LLC 
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Inflation expectations 

have begun to move 

market interest rates up, 

even thought the Fed is 

not expected to start 

raising rates until the 

spring. 

As the yield curve has 

shifted up (higher 

market rates), so have 

risk-assets – with the 

S&P for example trading 

at a higher earnings yield 

(the inverse of the P/E) 

than a year ago -as 

earnings growth 

exceeded the market’s 

appreciation. 
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Asset Classes, Credit Markets, Rates & Currencies 
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Latest 1 Year Ago

Economy

Economic Growth (Real GDP) 2.3% 33.4%

Inflation (Ex. Food & Energy) 4.9% 2.1%

Nominal GDP 7.2% 35.5%

Unemployment Rate 4.2% 4.4%

Money & Commodities

Gold ($/Troy ounce) 1,808         1,842                           

Oil (WTI Crude, $/barre) 68.69         47.79                           

TIPS (breakeven rate) 2.5% 0.0%

Rates

3 Month T-Bill 0.06% 0.11%

5 Yr US Treas. 1.26% 0.38%

10 Yr US Treas. 1.48% 0.94%

30 Yr US Treas. 1.88% 1.67%

Credit Markets

3 Month LIBOR 0.2% 0.2%

Inv. Grade (Single A rated) Index 2.1% 1.6%

HY (Single B) Index 4.6% 4.6%

Equity Market

S&P 500 4,798         3,727                           

Price/Book 4.7x 4.0x

P/E 23.2x 26.2x

Earnings Yield (E/P) 4.3% 3.8%

Volatility (VIX) 23% 26%

International Snapshot

MSCI 2,320         2,134                           

Dollar/Yen 114.4         107.4                           

EUR/Dollar 1.13            1.22                             

10 Japanese Bond Yield 0.08% 0.00%
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Disclosure Statements 

This report is for your information only and is not an offer to sell or a recommendation to buy the securities or instruments 

named or described in this report. Additional information is available upon request. The information in this report has been 

obtained or derived from sources to be reliable, but we do not represent that this information is accurate or complete. Any 

opinions or estimates contained in this report are current as of the date of the report and are subject to change without notice.   

Copyright © 2022  

Conflicts of Interest.  The company, its employees and its affiliates may from time to time hold securities mentioned in this 

report, either long or short, whether relying or not on information provided in this report.   
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Appendix 

 

 
Source: YCharts, Sixty Guilders Management, LLC 


